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Spatial Stability Analysis of Chevron Jet Profiles∗
Kristjan Gudmundsson†and Tim Colonius‡
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, 91125, U.S.A.
We investigate the linear stability characteristics of mean flows produced by round, and
chevron nozzles. We derive a Rayleigh equation for the chevron profile, which allows the
fast solution of the chevron stability problem. Using PIV and RANS data, we compute
the stability characteristics of various chevron/round nozzles. We find there are two main
differences between the chevron and round jet: chevron jet growth rates are highly sup-
pressed and peak growth rates shifted to lower frequencies, and phase speeds are somewhat
increased. Some preliminary implications on sound generation are discussed. We compare
our instability wave results to microphone measurements taken with a phased hydrody-
namic array. Our results indicate that the hydrodynamic pressure field of both round, and
chevron jets is consistent with that of the instability modes of the turbulent, spreading
mean flow.
Introduction
Apart from increasing turbofan bypass ratios, different approaches to noise reduction have been pursued,
including the machining of serrations, or chevrons, into the nozzle lip (Fig. 1). The chevrons generate stream-
wise vortices that enhance mixing and shorten the potential core. They also reduce noise at low frequencies
and aft angles, but increase noise at high frequencies. The high frequency penalty may be associated with the
increased levels of small scale turbulence, while the noise reduction at lower frequencies, associated with the
large scale structures of the flow, is not well understood. Sound radiated at aft-angles/low-frequencies has
typically been associated with large-scale structures of the flow, which are in turn related to instabilities of
the inflectional mean velocity profile (Crighton & Gaster,1 Mankbadi & Liu2), while recent work (Goldstein
& Leib3) shows linear instabilities to be important in sound generation at aft angles and low frequencies. It
thus seems that the chevron effect on the far-field noise at aft-angles/low-frequencies is, at least in part, due
to their moderation of the large-scale structures of the flow.
At present, the design and deployment of chevron nozzles is based on empirical laboratory, and full-scale
testing. Due to the complexity of the near-nozzle flow field, there are currently no physics-based prediction
methods for noise reduction; properly resolving the large-scale flow structures is difficult, even with modeling
tools such as Large Eddy Simulation. As a surrogate, we propose to compute the linear instability modes of
the time-averaged chevron flow field, and to investigate the extent to which the chevrons modify the stability
characteristics of an equivalent-thrust round jet.
Linear stability analysis on quasi-parallel flows assumes a negligible spread rate over typical fluctuation
length-scales, so that cross sections of the jet (Fig. 1) are analyzed as if each one was a sample from an
unbounded parallel mean flow. This approach was applied to planar shear layers by e. g. Michalke,4 and to
round jets by e. g. Batchelor & Gill,5 Mattingly & Chang,6 and more recently by Suzuki & Colonius,7 who
showed the hydrodynamic pressure field of a round jet to be consistent with that of the instability modes of
the spreading mean flow, even for unforced, fully turbulent jets.
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The appropriateness of the quasi-parallel assumption for the chevron jet is analyzed as follows. The
potential core length for the chevrons we consider here is shorter than the round jet by about 2 diameters
(Bridges & Brown8). This corresponds to an increase in (azimuthally averaged) spread rate from about 0.18
for the straight nozzle to about 0.25 for the chevron nozzle. Thus the assumption of locally parallel mean
flow is somewhat less appropriate for the chevron jet, but still reasonable as a first approximation.
Standard quasi-parallel stability analysis of jet flows considers, at each streamwise position, a one-
dimensional (ordinary differential) eigenvalue problem in the cross flow direction, and is amenable to direct
matrix solution or shooting algorithms. The chevron jet, on the other hand, is inhomogeneous in both
coordinate directions normal to the stream (see Fig. 1), and so forms a two-dimensional (partial differential)
eigenvalue problem. As such it is more computationally intensive than the one-dimensional problem.
Chevron stability characteristics were studied in our previous work (Gudmundsson & Colonius9), where a
high-order accurate Navier-Stokes (NS) solver was coupled with the iterative eigensystem solver ARPACK,
using PIV mean flow data from Bridges & Brown.8 Due to the high computational expense of the NS-
ARPACK solver, this study was limited to two chevron designs, at a single cross section, x/D = 2 (cold,
M = 0.9 jet). There are two common approaches to the stability problem: the temporal approach, where
disturbances are assumed to grow in time, but not in space; and the spatial approach, where disturbances
are assumed to grow in the flow direction, but not in time (at fixed observation points). The latter approach
seems more apropos to the convectively unstable flow in question, and indeed has been more successful
upon comparison to experiments (Huerre & Monkewitz10). As discussed in our previous study,9 the spatial
approach results in a singular, non-linear eigenvalue problem, while the temporal problem is well-conditioned,
and linear. We thus solved the temporal problem, in order to gain insight into the spatial problem (the two
approaches can be approximately related through the Gaster11 transform). Upon analysis of the results
obtained in our previous study, we discovered that the chevron jet stability modes obey certain symmetries.
Using these symmetries, we have obtained a Rayleigh equation (Eqn. (7)) for the chevron jet, which can be
solved in either temporal, or spatial mode. In addition, this new approach is up to four orders of magnitude
faster than our previous NS-ARPACK solver. The key observation here is that a chevron nozzle having Nc
chevrons will produce a mean flow-field having Nc-fold azimuthal symmetry. As an example, when Nc = 6,
the mean flow-field will only contain azimuthal modes in multiples of six. This places significant limitations
on the solution to the stability problem. Applying these constraints transforms the 2D PDE problem to
a system of ODEs, allowing us to obtain the solution at a fraction of the cost of the NS-ARPACK solver,
which searches amongst all solutions satisfying the linearized NS-equations.
Computational Method
We linearize the flow (assumed to be governed by the Euler equations, non-dimensionalized by the jet
diameter D, ambient sound speed a∞ and ambient density ρ∞) around a quasi-parallel mean flow described
by
q(r, θ) = [U(r, θ), 0, 0,
1
γ
],
where γ is the ratio of specific heats, and we are neglecting mean thermal gradients. The jets considered
in this study have a temperature ratio of Tjet/T∞ = 0.96, so that some mean temperature gradients exist,
but as a first approximation we leave these out. Under the quasi-parallel flow assumption, the solution
q∗(r, θ, x, t) = [u∗x, u
∗
r , u
∗
θ, p
∗] will be wavelike in both the flow direction, x, and time, t:
q∗(r, θ, x, t) = q(r, θ) ei(kx−ωt) + c.c., (1)
where k = kr+ iki and ω = ωr+ iωi, and c.c. denotes the complex conjugate. kr and ωr denote wavenumber
and frequency, respectively, while ki and ωi denote spatial and temporal growth rates, respectively. If ωi > 0,
disturbances will grow in time t, and if ki < 0, disturbances will grow in flow direction x. In the temporal
approach, we assume ki = 0, and search for temporally unstable solutions, while in the spatial approach, we
assume ωi = 0, and search for spatially unstable solutions.
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Figure 1. The two nozzles (top) used in this study, and their respective mean flows U(r, θ) (bottom), at x/D = 2.
Serial numbers SMC000 and SMC001 are as defined by Bridges et. al.8
Eliminating all variables but pressure, we obtain
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂p
∂r
)
− 2k
kU − ω
∂U
∂r
∂p
∂r
− 2k
r2(kU − ω)
∂U
∂θ
∂p
∂θ
+
1
r2
∂2p
∂θ2
− (k2 − (kU − ω)2) p = 0. (2)
Taking the azimuthal Fourier transform of this equation, (letting Tn denote the n-th Fourier coefficient of
quantity T ), we obtain
1
r
d
dr
(
r
dpm
dr
)
+
∞∑
n=−∞
(
Fn
d
dr
+ (m− n)Gn +Hn
)
pm−n −
(
m2
r2
+ k2
)
pm = 0, (3)
where
Fj = −2k
(
1
kU − ω
∂U
∂r
)
j
, (4)
Gj = −2ik
r2
(
1
kU − ω
∂U
∂θ
)
j
, (5)
Hj =
(
kU − ω)2
j
. (6)
For arbitrary mean flow profiles U(r, θ), we thus have an infinite-dimensional system of ODEs to solve.
However, chevron profiles are special in that they possess azimuthal symmetries, such that only mode-
numbers in multiples of the chevron count Nc will be non-zero. This drastically simplifies the convolutions
described by equations (4) through (6), in that Fj = 0 if j 6= Ncl , where l is any integer, and similarly for
Gj and Hj . Upon truncation of the infinite summation in Eqn. (3), we obtain the Compressible Rayleigh
Equation (CRE) for a chevron nozzle with Nc chevrons:
1
r
d
dr
(
r
dpm
dr
)
+
N∑
n=−N
(
FNcn
d
dr
+ (m−Ncn)GNcn +HNcn
)
pm−Ncn −
(
m2
r2
+ k2
)
pm = 0, (7)
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whose solution forms
p(r, θ) =
N∑
n=−N
pm−Ncm(r) e
i(m−Ncn)θ, (8)
where N , the summation limit, depends on the mean flow U(r, θ). In our experience, N = 2 is sufficient to
capture essential solution features. As is evident from the chevron CRE, the lobes of the chevron nozzle couple
certain instability modes. As an example, consider the case where m = 0, and Nc = 6: p0 will be dependent
upon p−6, p6 and so on. We note that when the mean flow U(r, θ) is axisymmetric (i. e. U(r, θ) = U(r)),
the chevron CRE reduces to the familiar round-jet CRE:
1
r
d
dr
(
r
dpm
dr
)
− 2k
kU − ω
dU
dr
dpm
dr
−
(
m2
r2
+ k2 − (kU − ω)2
)
pm = 0. (9)
As r → 0, and r → ∞, the modes become uncoupled, each of them independently obeying the round-jet
CRE, Eqn. (9), with a homogeneous mean flow term:
1
r
d
dr
(
r
dpm
dr
)
−
(
m2
r2
+ k2 − (kU − ω)2
)
pm = 0. (10)
Eqn. (10) is the Bessel equation, whose solutions are the Bessel functions of the first and second kind, and
linear combinations thereof. The boundary conditions for the chevron CRE follow from this,
as r → 0 pm(r) ∼ Jm(
√
(ω − k)2 − k2 r), (11)
and
as r →∞ pm(r) ∼ H2m(
√
w2 − k2 r), (12)
where Jm and H2m are the m-th order Bessel function of the first kind, and Hankel function of the second
kind, respectively. The chevron CRE, Eqn. (7), along with boundary conditions, Eqns. (11) and (12), forms
a two-point boundary value problem, solvable via the shooting method.
The above was implemented in MATLABTM, and validated using the NS-ARPACK solver, which in turn
was independently validated as described in our previous study.9
Experimental Data
Three separate datasets are used in this study. Mean flow data for the round nozzle (SMC000) was
obtained from time-averaged PIV measurements conducted by Bridges et al,8 in the Small Hot Jet Acoustic
Rig (depicted in Fig. 2), at the NASA Glenn Research Center. PIV mean flow data for the chevron nozzle
(SMC001) is not available for the flow conditions analyzed in this study (M = 0.5, Tjet/T∞ = 0.96 and
Re = 7·105) ; this was obtained via RANS calculations performed by the Thaerocomp Technical Corp. (TTC).
The microphone data was obtained from the Phased Hydrodynamic Array (also shown in Fig. 2) at the
SHJAR. This array consists of thirteen concentric rings, each carrying six microphones. More details on the
experimental setup can be found in Suzuki & Colonius.7
Results
Growth Rates and Eigenfunctions
Fig. 3 shows eigenfunctions Re[p(r, θ)] for m = 0 and 1, corresponding to St = 0.5 at x/D = 0. As is clear
from these figures, the chevron eigenfunction corresponding to m = 0 is not actually axisymmetric, as the
m = 0 designation implies. However, this chevron mode has a direct correspondence with the axisymmetric
mode of the round jet. This can be seen by inspection of the chevron CRE; letting the off-diagonal terms
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Figure 2. The Small Hot Jet Acoustic Rig (SHJAR) and Hydrodynamic Array at the NASA Glenn Research
Center.
Fn, Gn and Hn, n 6= 0, go to zero will recover the round jet CRE for m = 0, and similarly for m = 1 etc.
This analysis thus reveals how the chevrons impact and deform the respective round jet modes.
Fig. 4 shows maximal growth rates maxSt(−kiD), and corresponding phase speeds cp = ω/(kra∞) and
Strouhal numbers St = ωD/(2piUjet) vs axial position x/D, for m = 0 and 1, for nozzles SMC000 and SMC001.
The most prominent feature in these figures is the degree to which the chevron growth rates and phase speeds
are suppressed and increased, respectively, as compared to those of the thrust-equivalent round nozzle. Fig. 5
illustrates the spatial evolution of the amplification factor, A(x), defined as
A(x) = exp
(
i
∫ x
k(ξ) dξ
)
, (13)
where k(ξ) represents the eigenvalue (growth rate and wavenumber) computed at axial location ξ. The
amplification factor defines the envelope in which the instability waves grow, and subsequently decay as the
jet shear-layer spreads. These figures again illustrate the retarded growth of chevron instability waves, as
compared to that of the round jet. The chevron waves also have higher spatial wavenumbers (kr = Re[k]),
resulting in faster oscillations in the flow direction. In our previous study,9 we solved the temporal stability
problem, for two chevron jets and a round jet. We note that, despite the previous study being in the
temporal context and limited to a single cross-section, our previous results are consistent with the findings of
the current study, in that we again find that chevron growth rates are suppressed, and phase speed increased,
as compared to that of the round nozzle.
Sound radiated from jets at shallow angles and low frequency has typically been associated with large-scale
structures that are in turn related to instabilities of the inflection mean velocity profile.1, 2 Qualitative12–14
and quantitative analysis15 connect the envelope and phase speed of instability waves with the acoustic
efficiency and directivity at these aft angles. Here we do not attempt any detailed comparison between the
instability results and acoustic far field for the chevron jets. However, some observations based on the data
are appropriate. First, we observe a suppression of growth rate that is consistent with low frequency noise
reductions between the nozzles. That is, the high penetration chevrons that have the highest low frequency
noise suppression also have the lowest growth rates. Another important aspect of the acoustic efficiency of
wave packets is their phase speed: the closer to sonic (with respect to ambient), the higher the radiation. As
Fig. 4 shows, the chevron instability waves have phase speeds that increase by as much as 20% for m = 0,
and 10% for m = 1, compared to the circular nozzle. While a firm conclusion awaits a more detailed analysis,
it would appear that the growth rate suppression is the more significant effect.
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Comparison With Microphone Data
As described above, each ring in the hydrodynamic array carries six microphones, so that a certain degree
of aliasing of higher modes is to be expected for the chevron jet. As an example, modes in multiples of six
will all be aliased (added) onto mode m = 0, so that
pmeasured(m = 0) =
∞∑
n=−∞
pactual(m = 6n). (14)
To compare our computational results to the microphone data, we mimic aliasing by setting e.g.
pˆ0(r) = p0(r) + p−6(r) + p6(r), (15)
and then use pˆ0 for comparison. To approximately account for the spreading of the mean flow, we define the
global (and aliased) instability wave as
P (x, r,m) = pˆ(r,m|x) ei
R
x k(ξ) dξ, (16)
where pˆ(r,m|x) and k(x) represent the solution to the stability problem at axial location x. Here, pˆ(r,m|x)
has been normalized such that maxr |pˆ(r,m|x)| = 1. The global instability wave is, of course, arbitrarily
normalized, but the amplitude and phase at the nozzle exit, ai, say, can be estimated using the microphone
data. This data is available at discrete locations Pmic(xj , rj ,m), so that a least-squares estimate of ai can
be obtained via the minimization of
J(ai) =
nmic∑
j=1
(Pmic(xj , rj ,m)− aiP (xj , rj ,m))2 , (17)
resulting in
ai =
∑nmic
j=1 Pmic(xj , rj ,m)P (xj , rj ,m)∑nmic
j=1 P (xj , rj ,m)2
. (18)
Fig. 6 shows ai(m,St) for both the round, and chevron nozzle. Initial amplitude levels are considerably
higher for the chevron jet. This is due to the higher levels of turbulence at the chevron exit, and the higher
chevron spread rate. The higher spread rate results in the microphones being in greater proximity to the
turbulent shear layer, resulting in higher pressure levels, and hence higher estimated initial amplitudes. The
latter effect also explains the jagged nature of the chevron microphone data. The microphone rings are
arranged such that microphones on adjacent rings are rotated by 30 degrees in order to minimize aliasing.
Thus, when the microphones are next to the chevron fingers, a higher pressure value is recorded, and vice
versa, explaining the up-down pressure jumps between data points. This is schematically illustrated in
Fig. 11.
Figs. 7 and 8 show comparisons between microphone data and the global eigenfunctions described above
for the round nozzle, for a range of Strouhal numbers. The fit obtained in this case suggests, as previously
discussed by Suzuki & Colonius,7 that the hydrodynamic pressure field of a round jet is consistent with that
predicted by the instability waves of the turbulent mean flow. We note that the fit improves with increasing
Strouhal number. This is due to non-parallel effects; with increasing frequency, disturbance wavelengths
become progressively smaller so that the mean flow is effectively locally-parallel (i.e. the mean flow does not
change much over the disturbance wavelength). Also, the fit is better for m = 1 than for m = 0. This is also
a non-parallel effect; mode m = 0 scales with the diameter of the jet, while all other modes scale with the
shear-layer thickness. This is due to boundary condition at the jet axis; p0(0) = 1, while pm(0) = 0 when
m 6= 0.
Figs. 9 and 10 show similar results for the chevron nozzle. The fit obtained in this case indicates
that instability waves play a similar role in the chevron hydrodynamic pressure field, as they do for round
nozzles. This in turn suggests that instability wave calculations can provide approximate indicators of
chevron performance. Our approach allows the fast computation (on the order of minutes) of these stability
characteristics and hence could prove a valuable tool in improving nozzle designs, based on physical principles.
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Conclusions
We have derived a generalized Rayleigh equation (Eqn. (7)) that governs the quasi-parallel stability
modes for both round, and chevron jets. We have implemented this equation, obtaining an algorithm for
the fast solution of the chevron/round jet spatial/temporal stability problem. This algorithm is up to four
orders of magnitude faster than our previous NS-ARPACK solver, which is also limited to the temporal
problem, but has the advantage of accepting arbitrary mean flow profiles. Using experimental PIV data
from the SHJAR at the NASA Glenn Research Center, as well RANS data from the Thaerocomp Technical
Corp., we have computed the stability characteristics of various chevron/round nozzles. There are two main
differences between the chevron and round jet: growth rates are highly suppressed while peak growth rates
are shifted to lower frequencies, and phase speeds are somewhat increased. While a firm conclusion awaits
a more detailed analysis, it would appear that the growth rate suppression is the most significant effect. In
our previous study,9 we solved the temporal stability problem, for two chevron jets and a round jet. We
note that–despite the previous study being in the temporal context and limited to a single cross-section–our
previous results are consistent with the findings of the current study, in that we again find that chevron
growth rates are suppressed, and phase speed increased, as compared to that of the round nozzle.
We compare the evolution of the computed instability waves with data from a caged 78 microphone
array tested in SHJAR. The microphones were placed on a conical surface just outside the jet shear layers
and resolved azimuthal modes m = 0, m = ±1, and m = ±2. The fit obtained for the round nozzle
is in agreement with the previous work by Suzuki & Colonius.7 The fit obtained for the chevron nozzle is
similarly promising, which suggests that instability wave calculations can provide approximate, but important
indicators of chevron performance. Our approach allows the fast computation of these stability characteristics
and hence could prove a valuable tool in improving nozzle designs, based on physical principles.
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Figure 3. Eigenfunctions Re[p(r, θ)] for m = 0 (top) and m = 1 (bottom), with St = ωD/(2piUjet) = 0.5 and M = 0.5
at x/D = 0.
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Figure 4. Maximal growth rates maxSt(−kiD) (top) and corresponding phase speeds cp = ω/(kra∞) (middle)
and Strouhal numbers St = ωD/(2piUjet) (bottom), vs axial position x/D. Left/Right: m = 0/m = 1. Round
nozzle SMC000( ), chevron nozzle SMC001( ).
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( ), and the round nozzle SMC000 ( ). Left/right: m = 0/m = 1.
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Figure 7. Microphone data ( ) and instability wave ( ) fit. Nozzle SMC000, M = 0.5, m = 0.
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Figure 8. Microphone data ( ) and instability wave ( ) fit. Nozzle SMC000, M = 0.5, m = 1.
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Figure 9. Microphone data ( ) and instability wave ( ) fit. Nozzle SMC001, M = 0.5, m = 0.
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Figure 10. Microphone data ( ) and instability wave ( ) fit. Nozzle SMC001, M = 0.5, m = 1.
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Figure 11. Schematic illustration of proximity effects for a round nozzle (left) and a chevron nozzle (right).
Contours show Reynolds stress from PIV data by Bridges et.al.8 Red dots represent microphone positions
on one ring, and black dots represent microphone positions on an adjacent ring. Microphones close to fingers
(black) register higher pressure than the ones on the next ring (red), explaining the up-down character of the
chevron microphone data.
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